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Leverage the huge traffic storm created by facebook to promote your web site or business. Facebook fan

pages can be a huge traffic generator and profit center for your business. Learn how to properly set up

your facebook fan page to take advantage of the profit potential. The most important pieces to the making

money puzzle is to attract customers that are interested in your product or service. Let's face it - no

customers - no sales. It doesn't matter whether your business sells lingerie, bubble gum or ebooks. The
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fact is you need to attract customers that are interested in your product. One of the newer ways (that not

near enough people know about) is to use the unbelievable potential that Facebook offers. Facebook

receives an unbelievable amount of traffic from all over the world with all kinds of different interests. Your

job is to attract the attention of those people that are interested in your product. The good news is that

Facebook has put together a system that makes this easy for you to do - once you know how to take

advantage of it. The system I am talking about is using a Facebook Fan Page to promote your business.

Now before you go rushing off to Facebook and create a fan page let me give you a little piece of wisdom.

Sure anyone can create a fan page, but the trick is to create an EFFECTIVE Facebook fan page. There

are some tips and tricks that can make the difference between a successful fan page and a complete

disaster. Here is just some of what you will learn: * How to get started with fan pages * How to customize

your page * How to create customcontent for additional pages * How to add content using iframes and so

much more! Video #1: Basic Setup Video #2: Edit The Page Video #3: Create a Page PTO IFrame Video

#4: Create an App and Add Page
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